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Abstract  

As electronic devices shrink down to their ultimate limit, the fundamental understanding 

of the interfacial thermal transport becomes essential in thermal management. However, a 

comprehensive understanding of phonon transport mechanisms that drive interfacial thermal 

transport is still under development. The thermal transport across interfaces can be strongly 

affected by factors such as crystalline structure, surface roughness, chemical diffusion, etc. These 

complications lead to a significant quantitative uncertainty between experimentally measured 

thermal boundary conductances (TBCs) across real material interfaces and theoretically calculated 

TBCs that are often predicted on structurally and/or chemically ideal interfaces. In this paper, we 

report the thermal conductance of the interfaces between various epitaxially grown metals (Co, Ru, 

and Al), and c-plane sapphire via time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) over the temperature 

range of ~80 to ~500K. The room temperature interface conductance of the Al/sapphire, 
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Co/sapphire, and Ru/sapphire are all ~350 M W m-1 K-1 despite the phonon spectra differences 

among the metals. We compare our results to predictions of using the atomistic Green’s function 

(AGF) calculations and the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method with transmission from 

diffuse mismatch model (DMM). We found a consistent quantitative agreement between the 

experimentally measured TBCs and the predictions using the modal non-equilibrium Landauer 

model on the Al/Al2O3, Co/Al2O3, and Ru/Al2O3 interface conductances. This result indicates that 

the interfacial elastic phonon thermal transport dominates in TBC of the various epitaxial 

metal/sapphire combinations, while other mechanisms are negligible.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The miniaturization of devices that is driving the decrease of material length scales to 

nanometers, and corresponding increases in solid/solid interface densities, have enabled 

remarkable functionalities and increases in performance metrics of various technologies.  However, 

this increased interface density can also lead to detrimental temperature rises and overheating, 

since these solid/solid interfaces give rise to thermal resistances from interfaces that can impede 

heat flow1,2.  Thus, engineering and designing the thermal boundary conductance (TBC) across 

interfaces (the inverse of which is the thermal boundary resistance) is paramount to the enhanced 

functionalities of a wide range of materials and devices3,4,5, and thus rooted in our ability to 

understand the fundamental phonon interactions that underpin this interfacial thermal transport. 

Several relatively recent experimental techniques have afforded the ability to measure TBC 

across solid/solid interfaces at non-cryogenic, device relevant temperatures, particularly optical 

pump-probe techniques Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)6,7,8 and Frequency-domain 

thermoreflectance (FDTR)9,10. These techniques can effectively probe the thermal 

conductivity11,12,13,14,15 and the TBC16,17,18,19,20 in material systems that are as thin as a few 

nanometers. When these measurements are coupled with theory-based predictive models and 

simulations – such as the acoustic mismatch model (AMM)21, diffuse mismatch model (DMM)22 

or atomistic Green’s function (AGF)23 simulations – we can begin to advance our fundamental 

understanding of how phonons are exchanging energy at heterogeneous material interfaces and 

thus contributing to the measured TBC.  However, it is not uncommon for these predictive results 

to fail to agree with the experimentally measured TBCs due to various fundamental assumptions 

that underpin each respective modeling technique.24,25 This greatly obfuscates the ability to extract 

fundamental phonon understanding from TBC measurements and suggests the need for new 

formalisms for TBC prediction, such as the interfacial conductance modal analysis (ICMA) 24 and 

modal non-equilibrium Landauer method,26 that can be paired with TBC measurements of well 

controlled and characterized interfaces. Thus, paramount to comparing measured TBC data to any 

of these aforementioned modeling or simulation approaches are judiciously fabricated interfaces 

prepared in such a way as to most accurately reflect the simulated domain.  Since phonon transport 

across interfaces relies on a wide spectrum of phonon wavelengths27,28, the materials that are 

experimentally studied should be fabricated with as much control as possible of the atomic 

arrangements near the interface and continuum mechanical properties of the materials as to match 

the simulated domains.   



Epitaxially grown systems are often necessary to achieve this aforementioned level of 

control of materials at interfaces.16,18,25,29,30,31,32 For example, Cheng et al.18 found near-perfect 

agreement between TDTR measurements of TBC on epitaxially grown Al films on sapphire (Al2O3) 

substrates when compared to two different predictive formalisms: AGF simulations and a modal 

non-equilibrium Landauer method with transmission from DMM. This agreement between these 

elastic, phonon-based simulations and the measured TBC across the Al/Al2O3 interfaces implied 

that other possible electron or phonon processes are not contributing to TBC (for example, 

electron-phonon coupling at or near the interface or inelastic phonon-phonon coupling across the 

interface).  

The goal of this work is to evaluate the accuracies of these two different modeling 

approaches (AGF and the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method) on predicting the TBC at 

metal/non-metal interfaces.  In addition to further studies of the epitaxially grown Al/sapphire 

interfaces discussed in Ref. 18, we also study epitaxial interfaces of Co/sapphire and Ru/sapphire. 

We measured TiN/MgO sample as a calibration sample to compare to measured TBC in Ref. 33. 

This comparison is essential to verify the samples’ qualities, our measurements precision, and the 

rigorously uncertainty in our TDTR measurements.   

A survey of the TBCs as a function of ratio of the elastic moduli of the two constituent 

materials comprising their respective interfaces are shown in Figure 1. The experimentally 

measured TBCs in this work demonstrate that the relative mismatch of the phonon spectra of 

materials at interfaces (e.g., Debye temperatures) are not good indicators of the TBCs.  We 

included the thermo-mechanical and acoustic parameters of the materials in the Table 1. The AGF 

and simulations based on the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method support these findings and 

quantify the importance of considering the spectral structure in a material’s phonon density of 

states (DOS) on the TBC across interfaces.  This study further serves to validate and compare these 

simulations approaches along with demonstrating the importance of the details of the calculated 

phonon density of states in predictions of solid/solid TBC. 



 

Figure 1 Experimentally measured TBC versus ratio of the elastic moduli of the two 
constituent materials based on Ref. [3] and Ref. [34]. The open symbols are based on the 
literature values, and the filled symbols are measured values in this paper.  

 

Table I List of material properties of Co, Al, Ru, and sapphire.  

 Sapphire Co Al Ru 
Density (g cm-3) 3.97 8.9035 2.7035 12.4535 
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 40036 21137 7038 292.339 
LA velocity (m s-1) 5700-670040 6889 642035 653041 
TA velocity (m s-1) 10400-1110040 2880 304035 374041 
Debye Temperature (K) 101042 46043 43343 55543 

 

We employed the TDTR to measure TBC across the epitaxially grown metal/sapphire 

interfaces. The details of the thermal measurements and samples preparation are descripted in the 

Supplementary Information and other references. 6,7,8,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55 Figure 2 shows the 

measured TBC of the epitaxially grown Al/sapphire, Co/sapphire, Ru/sapphire, and TiN/MgO 

samples as a function of temperature.  For comparison, we include previously measured TBC 

measurements on various other metal/nonmetal interfaces with high TBCs, including TiN/MgO 

and TiN/sapphire form Costescu et al.16 and CoSi2/Si from Ye et al.29  Costescu et al.’s16 results 

on TiN/MgO (in (001) and (111) orientation) and TiN/sapphire (0001) are the earliest reports of 
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TDTR measurements of TBC across epitaxial metal/nonmetal interfaces and remain one of the 

highest experimentally measured TBCs across metal/non-metal interfaces to date at ambient 

conditions (note, another work has reported higher TBCs across the interface of the conducting 

oxide SrRuO3 and SrTiO3 at room temperature)32. Our measured TiN/MgO interface 

conductances are in agreement with those reported by Costescu et al.16. Further, our measured 

Al/sapphire (0001) TBC measurements show similar agreement with prior reports, including our 

previous measurements across similar Al/sapphire (0001) interfaces, which we compare in detail 

in our prior work18.  The agreement between our measurement and the previous literature results 

of the TBC at the TiN/MgO and Al/sapphire interfaces indicates the accuracy of our measurements 

with our TDTR system.  The uncertainty reported in these measurements are based on assumptions 

in the thermal model used for determining TBC, repeatability among multiple measurements, and 

the mean square deviation of our thermal model fits to TDTR data based on a 95% confidence 

interval contour plot analysis, as detailed in the Supplementary Information. 

 

 

Figure 2 Measured thermal boundary conductance on the Co/sapphire (♦), Al/sapphire (■), 
Ru/sapphire (◄) and TiN/MgO (●) as a function of temperature, shown in the filled symbols. For 
the comparison, TBC across TiN/MgO(001) (o), TiN/MgO(111) (o)  and TiN/Al2O3 (0001) (□) 16, 
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TBC across Al/ Al2O3 (0001) (□)18, and TBC across CoSi2/Si (∇)29. Measurements from this 
current work are filled symbols where literature TBC values are open symbols.  

 

When comparing the measured TBC across our Al/sapphire, Co/sapphire, and Ru/sapphire 

interfaces as shown in Figure 3 (a), we find that despite differences in Debye temperatures/phonon 

cutoff frequencies and zone center (Gamma point) acoustic phonon group velocities (Table I), we 

do not observe any discernable difference in measured TBC at temperatures below 300 K.  We do 

observe differences in TBC among these samples at higher temperatures, >300 K, however, the 

trends in the measured TBC among these metal/sapphire interfaces do not follow the qualitative 

trends expected from considerations based on the differences in the aforementioned phonon 

acoustic and spectral properties of Al, Ru, and Co.  The relation of Debye temperature θD for these 

three metals is θD,Al < θD,Co < θD,Ru. Traditionally assumed scaling rules of thumb would thus imply 

that TBCAl < TBCCo < TBCRu considering the much higher Debye temperature (1010 K) 42 of 

sapphire, yet our high temperature measurements show that Co/sapphire TBC is the highest, while 

the difference between Al/sapphire TBC and Ru/sapphire TBC are within uncertainty.  These 

experimental results suggest the importance of considering additional phonon modal properties 

beyond those predicted from only acoustic phonon dispersion relations near the Gamma point of 

the first Brillouin zone like Young’s modulus, speed of sounds and Debye temperatures. We note 

this is consistent with our prior theoretical and computational works highlighting the importance 

of phonon dispersion on TBC and the inability of the spectral mismatch in the phonon densities of 

states alone to accurately capture trends in TBC56,57. While prior attempts have been made to 

understand the impact of specific details in the phonon DOS on experimentally measured 

metal/nonmetal TBCs27,58,59,60, without a direct comparison of measured values across epitaxially 

grown interfaces to rigorous simulations that property account for contribution in first Brillouin 

zone with full-band phonon dispersion of all polarizations, a sufficient level of understanding and 

conclusion is not possible.  In the remainder of this work, we address this by directly comparing 

our experimental results of the TBCs across the epitaxially formed Al/sapphire, Co/sapphire, and 

Ru/sapphire interfaces with AGF and the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method simulations 

using full-band phonon properties of all the branches generated from density functional theory 

(DFT) under different approximations to the exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional. We 



used the local density approximation for the Landauer method and the generalized gradient 

approximation for AGF respectively.  

A comparison between modal non-equilibrium Landauer method-predicted TBC and the 

TDTR experimental measured TBC values is shown in Figure 3 (a). The modal non-equilibrium 

Landauer method is reported in Ref. [26], which had shown promising results in predicting accurate 

TBCs of Al/Si, ZnO/GaN, and Al/sapphire.18,26 Based on the foundation of these references, we 

use the Landauer method to calculate the exact thermal transport detail of the sample interfaces. 

The modal non-equilibrium Landauer method is an improved original Landauer method, with a 

temperature correction to account for the local non-equilibrium effect of the phonon transport 

across the interfaces. The details of the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method are discussed in 

Ref. [26] and the Supplementary Information. Unlike conventional Landauer method, the modal 

non-equilibrium Landauer considers the local non-equilibrium at the interface. Here we apply the 

diffuse mismatch model to calculate the spectral phonon transmission coefficient at the interface.33, 

61 This formalism only accounts for the elastic contribution of the phonon TBC, which is the 

dominant phonon transport mechanism at the highly lattice matched interfaces of Al/sapphire (4% 

mismatch)18, Co/sapphire (9.6% mismatch)62, and Ru/sapphire (1.8% mismatch)44. Precise 

calculations of the dispersion relation are essential to predict the probability of transmission to 

either side of the interfaces. These results would lead to a detailed knowledge of the phonon 

dispersion relation over the entire Brillouin zone and a trustable predicted TBC.22 Density 

functional theory (DFT) with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) framework63,64 is 

employed to calculate the phonon properties of metals and c-plane sapphire, as shown in Figure 3 

(b). The different DOS trends of Co, Al, Ru, and c-plane sapphire illustrate the allowed channels 

in the TBC. The phonon frequencies of the sapphire are distributed over a wide range, 0-25 THz, 

and the cutoff frequency is around three times that of the metals’ cutoff frequencies studied in our 

work. The cutoff phonon frequencies of the Co, Al, and Ru are ~9.5 THz, ~10.5 THz, and ~8.5 

THz, respectively. Since the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method only accounts for interfacial 

elastic phonon transport, the phonons of the sapphire above the metals’ cutoff frequencies do not 

contribute to the TBC in our calculation.  

Figure 3 (a) shows the experimental and theoretical results for the metal/sapphire TBC as 

a function of the temperature. In general, for each metal/sapphire interface, the Landauer method 



captures the high temperature (200-500K) TBCs, but slightly overpredicts part of the low 

temperature (80-200K) TBCs. The discrepancy between modeling and experiments might come 

from the imperfection in real materials and at real interfaces, since the Landauer method is based 

on the perfect bulk material assumption. At low temperatures, thermal phonons are more impacted 

by the impurities, dislocations and strain fields inside the material considering their relatively low 

intrinsic scattering rate from anharmonicity relative to elevated temperatures. As a result, the 

measured TBC at low temperature would be lower than that predicted from modeling with perfect 

bulk assumption. We also note a different temperature trend in the measured TBC at the 

Co/sapphire interface at high temperature as compared to the Landauer-based method, which we 

speculate could be indicative of inelastic scattering processes. 

Comparing the three metal/sapphire interfaces with non-equilibrium Landauer modeling, 

the calculated Co/sapphire TBC shows the highest value, while the Ru/sapphire, despite the fact 

that Ru has the highest Debye temperature (555K)43 compared to Al (433K)43 and Co (460K)43. 

Our experimental measurements confirm that Co/sapphire has the highest TBC among these 

samples, but the measured Al/sapphire and Ru/sapphire TBCs have similar values. The 

experimental measurements clearly suggest that considering only acoustic phonon properties near 

Gamma point is not sufficient to understand the TBC across interfaces. The contributions from all 

phonon modes must be considered, and as a result, the phonon information from the entire first 

Brillouin zone is needed to accurately capture the temperature dependent trend in TBC. 

Figure 3 (c) illustrates the exceptional agreement between the TDTR-measured TBCs and 

the model non-equilibrium Landauer predicted TBCs at room temperature, in comparison to other 

modeled TBCs (AGF and DMM) versus the experimental measured TBCs in Ref. [16] and [29]. 

The similarities of the measured and theoretical TBCs, in both magnitude and temperature trends, 

suggest the similar heat transport mechanisms driving TBC. These results imply that TBC of the 

Co/sapphire, Al/sapphire, and Ru/sapphire are dominated by the elastic phonon thermal transport. 

 

 

 



             

 

Figure 3 (a) A comparison between TDTR measured TBC (filled symbols) with predicted TBC 
via modal non-equilibrium Landauer (solid line) across Co/sapphire, Al/sapphire, and 
Ru/sapphire interfaces. (b) The calculated DoS of the metals and sapphire via DFT with VASP 
framework for modal non-equilibrium Landauer method. (c) Comparison of the calculated 
thermal conductivity versus measured thermal conductivity. 16,29 The dashed line represents an 
identical match between calculated and experimental TBC values.  

 

We now turn our attention to evaluating the predictive power of AGF by comparing AGF 

simulations of TBC across these interfaces to our measured values.  The AGF method is rooted in 

the Landauer formalism and accounts for the transmission of the wave-based nature phonons in 

the TBC.  Unlike the Landauer formalism with transmission from mismatch models, and our 

implemented modal non-equilibrium Landauer method with DMM employed in this work, an AGF 

analysis can account for the atomic structure and interatomic potential at interfaces.  Although 

AGF has demonstrated capabilities in predicting TBC of epitaxial interfaces with submonolayer 

roughnesses, 25,29,65,66 it often requires large simulation domains and is computationally expensive 
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relative to the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method. Given their similar assumptions of elastic 

phonon scattering contributing to TBC, a comparison of TBC predictive capability between these 

two methods will allow for assessment of the role of interfacial structure and potentials on TBC 

across these covalently bonded, epitaxial interfaces.  

Thus, we present a comparison of AGF calculations and modal non-equilibrium Landauer 

method calculations on the Al/sapphire TBC and Ru/sapphire TBCs in Figure 4 (a).  We had 

restricted our attention by comparing two kind of extreme cases for the rigorous comparison: 1) A 

similar pseudo-potential of Al is used to calculate via DFT with QUANTUM ESPRESSO 

framework, which produces an almost similar DOS of the Al in Figure 3 (b). 2) An arbitrary 

pseudo-potential of Ru is created and used in DFT with QUANTUM ESPRESSO framework, to 

only capture phonons with lower frequency (<7THz) in Ru. These calculated DOS are presented 

in the Figure 4 (b). Both predicted Al/sapphire and Ru/sapphire TBC via AGF and modal non-

equilibrium Landauer method are almost identical (±10% errors) assuming the same DOS. These 

results prove that the differences applied in both calculations – e.g., phonon transmission 

coefficient, k-mesh and supercell size – play an insignificant role and only contribute to a slight 

discrepancy. The comparison between Figure 3 (a) and Figure 4 (a) also bring an important insight. 

We found that predicted Al/sapphire TBC are almost equivalent in Figure 3 (a) and 4 (a), but the 

predicted Ru/sapphire TBC in Figure 4 (a) is ~50% less than Figure 3 (a). Based on the 

observations above, we affirm that both methods can produce similar predicted TBC under same 

calculated DOS. However, the accuracy of predicted TBC compared to experimental TBC is 

strongly affected, if not solely, by the factually predicted DOS. 

 

 

 



   

Figure 4 (a) A comparison of the AGF simulation and modal non-equilibrium Landauer method 
calculations of the Al/sapphire and Ru/sapphire TBC. (b) The calculated DOS of the Al, Ru and 
sapphire via DFT with QUANTUM ESPRESSO framework.  

 

 In summary, the thermal boundary conductance of a series of well-characterized epitaxially 

grown interfaces of Co, Al, and Ru films on sapphire (0001) was measured using TDTR. Despite 

differences in the phonon spectra, the room temperature interface conductance of Co/sapphire, 

Al/sapphire, and Ru/sapphire are 350 ± 60 MW m-2 K-1, which is among the highest ever measured 

thermal boundary conductance for a metal/sapphire interfaces. The measured TBC as a function 

of the temperature is comparable with the predicted TBC via modal non-equilibrium Landauer 

method. In general, a qualitative and quantitative agreement has been made between the measured 

TBC and the predicted values of the modal non-equilibrium Landauer method. These similarities 

imply that the Landauer method, which only accounts for the interfacial elastic phonon transport 

in the calculation, can accurately predict TBC across metal/sapphire interfaces with different 

phonon spectra, e.g., Co/sapphire, Al/sapphire, and Ru/sapphire. We also presented a comparison 

of the AGF and Landauer methods, concluding that both methods are nearly identical when using 

the same input parameters and spectral phonon. This observation suggests that the less expensive 

modal non-equilibrium Landauer method is an ideal alternative for the theoretical TBC predictions.  
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